Abstract. In this paper state-of-the-art hardware and software technologies for stream data processing are reviewed. IBM InfoSphere Streams and Apache Spark are among of the most popular software products that alleviates burden of distributed program development for data analysis tasks. Capabilities of these systems are considered in application to the time series analysis. IBM InfoSphere Streams turns to be more suitable for online processing, whereas Apache Spark time series library focuses on a bulk processing of big collections of the time series.
Introduction
In the recent years business and scientific organizations faced the problem of development of analytic pipelines that could process large amounts of data in real-time and be able to seamlessly incorporate new data sources and new queries. Previous approach, that suggest to use conventional data bases, was not suited for real-time data analysis because of the need to store data before the processing. Priority in ACID principle in databases also constrains its ability to scale well on clusters of tenths to thousands of nodes. As a consequence, it is hard or impossible to process massive amounts of data in a fixed time. New approaches were proposed: Hadoop framework for bulk processing and dataflow graph based stream processing systems. Still a lot of research results in the data base field is now used in data stream processing systems: random sampling [1] , aggregations [2, 3] , join techniques [4, 5] , query plan optimizers [6] and schedulers [7, 8, 9] .
A trend of using commodity hardware started with projects Beowulf, Berkley NOW and HPVM is still present today. 10 Gigabit Ethernet is already wide spread and 100 Gigabit Ethernet is emerging [10] , top x86_x64 processors for PC include up to 8 cores on one chip. Also according to performance benchmarks [11] commodity versions of GPU have similar computational power as HPC variants, but lack durability and support for high performance computing transport mechanisms. It turns out that clusters could achieve a remarkable performance gain by using GPU, moving responsibility of fault tolerance to the software framework like Apache Spark and IBM InfoSphere Streams. This is true also to recently introduced coprocessor Intel Phi [12] and FPGA units [13] .
Data stream processing systems

Stream model
Data stream can be viewed as an sequence of elements 1, 2 , … , that has following properties:
─ elements arrive continuously, ─ number of the elements in the stream could be infinite.
Depending on the application processing can be done per element of in terms of windows. Windows are the rules according to which elements in the sequence are divided in subsequences that should be analyzed as a whole. Windows are commonly divided into two types: sliding window and tumbling window. Tumbling windows are divided into 4 types according to the trigger policy that launches processing of the current window:
─ count-based policy, ─ delta-based policy depending on changing attribute, ─ time based policy, according to the local or global time stamp, ─ punctuation based policy.
Sliding windows have more types than tumbling windows. They have three processing trigger types and three evicting policy types, that together form nine variants. Evicting policy could be one of the following:
Window semantics fits well time series analysis tasks and naturally matches wide range of applications. Syntax and semantics of stream query language is still a topic of the research [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
IBM InfoSphere Streams
One of the most popular commercial system for data stream analysis is IBM InfoSphere Streams. Research on this system could be traced to 2008 when the first engine was presented [19] . Since then the project matured into the robust system that can be used in production for real-time text analysis, data extraction and financial insights. System also offers good capabilities in the time series analysis. Time series could be represented in the system in two ways: like a sequence stream of elements or like a vector element of data stream. Moreover, each vector can be interpreted as a time slice of several time series, and in this case data stream multiplexes several time series. The system bundle contains com.ibm.streams.timeseries toolkit with number of implemented algorithms for time series analysis. Among its capabilities are:
─ anomaly detection, ─ cross-correlation of two streams, ─ times series normalization, ─ DFT and DWT transforms, ─ stream statistics evaluation, ─ application of DSP to input sequence. 
Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a new programming framework for distributed data processing. It has a good integration with Hadoop ecosystem. Basic part of the project offers an ability for bulk and stream processing in the terms of RDD [20] 
Conclusion
Data analysis is an interactive task. Because of increasing speed of accumulating data it start to be more a more important to use a lot of computational power to match sufficient response time of analytic queries. Moreover, a subset of queries could be answered in online fashion that can also decrease wait time. Apache Spark and IBM InfoSphere Stream reviewed systems achieves these by managing large number of nodes and are able to run data analysis tasks in distributed fashion. After the fixed period of ARIMA learning time IBM InfoSphere Streams was able to make shortterm predictions in online fashion. Bulk processing time for test that time series is stationary in Apache Spark was decreased from 27 minutes to 1.2 minutes. This way data processing systems help to reveal the potential of commodity hardware and bring the ability of time series analysis on large amounts of data. Short-term and long-term predictions play important role in finance [22] [23] and automatic control [24] [25] [26] . Elaborate design of IBM InfoSphere Streams system also allows to transform multimedia data [27, 28] which result can be further piped into time series analysis operators.
